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Dynamical mean-field theory study of stripe order and d-wave superconductivity in the
two-dimensional Hubbard model
Tuomas I. Vanhala and Päivi Törmä
COMP Centre of Excellence, Department of Applied Physics, Aalto University, Helsinki, Finland
(Received 3 September 2017; revised manuscript received 22 January 2018; published 7 February 2018)
We use cellular dynamical mean-field theory with extended unit cells to study the ground state of the
two-dimensional repulsive Hubbard model at finite doping. We calculate the energy of states where d-wave
superconductivity coexists with spatially nonuniform magnetic and charge order and find that they are energetically
favored in a large doping region as compared to the uniform solution. We also study the spatial form of the density
and the superconducting and magnetic order parameters at different doping values.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.97.075112
I. INTRODUCTION

The two-dimensional square lattice Hubbard model has
been a paradigm model of strongly correlated electron systems
for decades. One of the driving forces behind the overwhelming
interest to this model has been the idea that it might be the
simplest model exhibiting the essential physical principles
behind the high-Tc superconductivity of the cuprate materials
[1]. The cuprates are quasi-two-dimensional materials which
experimentally are found to exhibit d-wave superconductivity
and nonuniform magnetic order [2], both of which have
been proposed to exist in the phase diagram of the repulsive
Hubbard model for some parameters. Experimental methods
for realizing the Hubbard Hamiltonian have also been developed in the ultracold gas community [3–5]. Especially, the
recent development of the fermionic quantum gas microscopes
provides an interesting platform for observing magnetic order
[6–15], although further advances are needed to reach the
possible superconducting phases.
The idea that the two-dimensional repulsive Hubbard model
could exhibit superconductivity had been investigated in the
context of heavy-fermion superconductors [16] slightly before
the discovery of the cuprate materials, and the number of
papers really proliferated after the famous experiment in 1986
[17]. Early exact results from the determinant quantum Monte
Carlo (DQMC) method indicated enhanced s-wave [16] and
d-wave [18,19] pairing susceptibilities [20]. Unfortunately, at
the temperatures and system sizes reachable by DQMC, it
was not possible to directly demonstrate the existence of a
superconducting phase transition, a situation which remains
true in the current state of the art [21,22]. However, approximative methods, such as the fluctuation-exchange approximation
[23], predicted a d-wave superconducting state with a critical
temperature of the order of 0.01 hopping units, more than
an order of magnitude lower than what is reached in typical
DQMC calculations [22] for the relevant doping regions.
Parallel to the above developments was the invention of
the resonating valence bond theory [24–27], which, in its
simplest version, expresses the ground state using a mean-fieldlike variational ansatz with the appropriate pairing symmetry
projected in the subspace with no double occupancy. Being
2469-9950/2018/97(7)/075112(10)

variational in nature, this theory needs support from other
methods, and it is currently not clear how well it can describe
the Hubbard model on a quantitative level. Thus obtaining
numerical solutions for the Hubbard model is also important
because it allows validation of the various approximate theories
proposed to explain high-Tc superconductivity. A similar role
could be played by the ultracold gas experiments, where simple
model systems can be realized and studied accurately [28].
Soon after the discovery of the superconducting cuprate
compounds, experiments indicated possible incommensurate
magnetic order in the hole-doped region [29]. Motivated by
this, it was found that [30–33], within mean-field theory,
variants of the 2D Hubbard model could also support a socalled stripe state, where the magnitude of the magnetization
is spatially modulated. It has not always been recognized that
such modulated magnetization is closely related to the famous
FFLO superconducting state of the attractive model, predicted
within mean-field theory already earlier [34]. Indeed, on a
bipartite lattice, the FFLO state can be mapped into a stripe
state via a simple particle-hole transformation [34,35]. In finite
size DQMC calculations, one can observe short range stripe
order and enhanced susceptibilities [36,37], but, largely due to
the fermionic sign problem, a finite size scaling analysis clearly
showing a phase transition to a striped state is still out of reach.
The indications that the electronic correlations play an
important role in the cuprates and the advances in the ultracold gas experiments have motivated the development of a
variety of new numerical methods for lattice models. Results
indicating the existence of the FFLO state in the 2D Hubbard
model at a finite temperature were recently obtained using
an unbiased diagrammatic Monte Carlo approach [38], giving
a maximum critical temperature of the order of 0.1 hopping
units. Various ground-state methods have also been developed.
These include the density matrix embedding theory (DMET)
[39], constrained path auxiliary field Monte Carlo (AFQMC)
[40], the tensor network wave function ansatz based iPEPS
[41], and advances in the density matrix renormalization group
method (DMRG) to handle wider quasi-2D systems [42]. A
study comparing these four methods consistently found striped
states at 18 doping [43]. The DMET has also been used to
map the density-interaction phase diagram of the Hubbard
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model showing (co)existence of stripe states and d-wave
superconductivity [44], and AFQMC has been used to study
long wavelength stripes at low doping [45]. The existence of
the stripe state is also being debated for the closely related
t-J -model, where stripes have been studied using iPEPS [46],
variational monte carlo [47], and fixed-node Monte Carlo (FN)
methods [48].
The dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) with its cluster
extensions is another relatively recent, although already well
established, numerical method [49–51]. It has been used to
gain insight to the Mott transition both in the Hubbard model
[49] and in real materials [50]. Since the initial realization [52]
that the plaquette DMFT (meaning cellular DMFT [51] with
a 2 × 2 cluster) can describe d-wave superconductivity, this
approximation has been employed to study the competition
and coexistence of superconductivity and magnetic order
in the ground state [53,54], the effect of nearest-neighbor
repulsion [55,56], and finite temperature energetics and
critical temperatures of the superconductivity [57,58]. This
approximation in its basic form cannot produce a striped state,
since the 2 × 2 unit cell does not allow modulation of the
magnetization across the lattice.
The plaquette DMFT can be regarded as a lowest order
mean-field approximation for the d-wave superconductor, as
it does not take into account correlations beyond neighboring
sites. However, large-scale cluster DMFT calculations [59–61]
have provided evidence that the superconductivity exhibited by
the plaquette DMFT is not just an artefact of the approximation,
but indeed exists also for larger clusters. The stripe and FFLO
states have also been investigated within real-space DMFT
calculations where correlations do not extend beyond a single
site [62–66], but inhomogeneous solutions are allowed. Such
approximations can not produce d-wave superconductivity,
where the pairing is induced by correlations between different
sites, which also holds for simpler Hartree-Fock mean-field
theory. A cluster DMFT study showing resilience of the FFLO
state against long-range quantum fluctuations in a quasi-1D
setting also exists [67].
In light of the numerical evidence and the physical
understanding from mean-field methods, the existence of the
stripe state in the repulsive Hubbard model at least for some parameter region seems highly plausible. However, its interplay
with the d-wave superconductivity has not yet been thoroughly
explored. At the fixed doping 18 , superconducting states were
found within DMET, iPEPS, and DMRG, but the states
seemed to be metastable [43]. The topic has also been touched
in other DMET [44] and functional renormalization group
calculations [68], as well as in variational calculations of finite
width chains [44,69], but has not been taken into consideration
in the DMFT-based Green’s function methods. In addition, an
analysis of the energetics for the different stripe wavelengths
for a wide region of doping values has been missing. Several
works have also investigated superconductivity coexisting
with inhomogeneities induced by various external potentials
[70–73], but it is not clear if such studies are relevant for
the stripe states with spontaneous translational symmetry
breaking.
In this paper, we present plaquette DMFT calculations
with extended unit cells and study the interplay of d-wave
superconductivity and striped magnetic order. Thus, on the

one hand, we extend the single-site real-space DMFT calculations [62,63,65,66] to include d-wave superconductivity
and, on the other, we extend the uniform plaquette DMFT
approximation [52–55,57,58] to include the striped order. We
find a wide region of coexistence between striped order and
spatially modulated d-wave superconductivity, and analyze
the behavior of the superconducting order parameter in the
striped states. Compared to other recent ground-state studies,
we can reach longer stripe wavelengths [44] and study a wider
doping region [43]. This allows us to more carefully study
the stripe energetics and to determine the ground-state stripe
wavelengths.
II. THE MODEL AND THE METHOD

We study the square lattice Hubbard model, whose grandcanonical Hamiltonian can be written in the particle-hole
symmetric form:
 †

ciσ cj σ + μ
(ni↑ + ni↓ )
Hgc = t
ij σ

i




1
1
ni↑ −
ni↓ −
+U
2
2
i


U
U
,
= H + μ−
(ni↑ + ni↓ ) −
2
4
i
i

(1)

where μ is a chemical potential, U the interaction strength, niσ
the density operator of spin σ at site i, and ij  denotes nearest
neighbor hoppings. Here we also define H as the Hamiltonian
without the chemical potential and constant terms. We measure
energies in terms of the hopping parameter t, and concentrate
here on the intermediate interaction strength U = 6t.
Our goal is to study the interplay of the stripe order and
d-wave superconductivity in the ground state of this model.
For this purpose we use cellular dynamical mean-field theory
[51] (CDMFT) with extended unit cells. Dynamical mean-field
theory treats short-range quantum correlations using a manybody impurity model, which is solved exactly, and includes the
lattice physics using a self-consistency scheme. The approximation is defined directly in the limit of an infinite lattice, by
approximating the self-energy of the lattice system using the
self-energy of the impurity model. In the CDMFT formulation,
the lattice is divided into clusters consisting of a number of
adjacent sites, and the approximated self-energy is local within
each cluster. To study the superconducting solutions, we use the
Nambu-formalism, where the Green’s function of the problem
is written in the Nambu-spinor notation:


ci↑ (τ )
†
Gij (τ ) = T ψi (τ )ψj (0) ,ψi (τ ) = †
.
(2)
cj ↓ (τ )
As the self-energy of a d-wave superconductor is nonlocal,
the single-site DMFT is not enough. Here we use the smallest
possible cluster size to produce the d-wave state, which is the
2 × 2 cluster known as the plaquette.
In previous CDMFT studies [52,53,58] it has been assumed
that the self-energy of each cluster is equal, producing a
uniform d-wave superconducting state with the same density
and same staggered magnetization throughout the lattice. In
our case, we relax this assumption by considering larger unit
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of the unit cell for λ = 10 at doping x ≈ 0.11. In this case, the unit cell is of length 20 and includes
Nc = 10 clusters. In the plaquette DMFT approximation, the self-energy is local within each cluster. The arrows show the magnetization for
each site and the thickness of the red and blue lines indicates the magnitude of the order parameters ⊥ (vertical) and  (horizontal) within
each cluster. Red color indicates a positive order parameter, and blue a negative one. The radius of the dots is scaled according to the local
doping (i.e., hole density). (b) Density, the superconducting order parameters and the absolute value of the magnetization for the unit cell in
panel (a). In the stripe state the staggered magnetization is spatially modulated and in this example case changes sign between the third and the
fourth cluster and again between the eighth and the ninth cluster. The sign changes correspond to magnetic domain walls between neighboring
stripes.

cells of size 2 × 2Nc , where Nc is the number of the 2 × 2
clusters within the unit cell. This approach is reminiscent of
the so-called real space DMFT [74], where every site of a
finite lattice produces an inequivalent impurity problem. In
our case, every 2 × 2 cluster in the unit cell corresponds to an
independent (cluster) impurity problem that has to be solved
at each iteration of the self-consistency loop. This allows the
strength of the d-wave pairing and the magnetization to vary
within the unit cell, as depicted in Fig. 1(a). Because the unit
cell is always of even length, we only study stripe states of
even periodicity. For compatibility with existing numerical
literature [43], we define the stripe wavelength λ as half the
wavelength of the staggered magnetization, so that λ = Nc .
To obtain the stripe ordered state, we take a frequency
independent initial guess for the self-energy chosen so that
it produces a staggered magnetization of approximately sinusoidal form with wavelength 2Nc . In addition, we break the
particle conservation
symmetry by adding a small symmetry

breaking term ij (δij ci↑ cj ↓ + h.c.) to the Hamiltonian. Here,
δij is chosen to be of magnitude 0.001 and to have the d-wave
symmetry within each cluster (see Fig. 1). This is needed, as
otherwise the iteration is stuck in the normal state solutions
where the anomalous component of the Green’s function
ci↑ cj ↓  is zero. After performing the self-consistency loop
for some number of iterations, we set δ to zero and run the
loop until convergence. We note that the chosen initial guess
effectively fixes the wavelength of the obtained solution. For
example, a unit cell with Nc = 16 is able to accommodate
stripes with both λ = 8 and λ = 16, but the self-consistency
iteration is usually stuck with whatever λ was initially chosen.
To find out the stripe wavelength giving the ground state
of the system at a given doping, we calculate the total energy
of the system from the Matsubara self-energy  and Green’s
function G of the converged results using the formula [50]
Hgc  =


n



1
Tr H0 G(iωn ) + (iωn )G(iωn ) ,
2

(3)

where  and G are matrices in spinor and site indices, and H0
is the single-particle grand canonical Hamiltonian matrix. In
practice, the trace is evaluated in momentum space. Furthermore, we use a fitting procedure to find the lowest moments
of the ω1n expansion of the trace, and calculate the contribution
from the high-frequency tail analytically, as is commonly done
for the Fourier transform of G itself. Afterwards, we subtract
the chemical potential and constant terms to obtain the energy
E = H .
To solve the impurity problem, we use the exact diagonalization (ED) method [49,75] with 16 bath orbitals (or eight bath
sites). We discretize the Green’s functions using a fictitious
inverse temperature β = 50. The single-particle Hamiltonian
of the cluster problem can be expressed in the form
 †
†
(ψi hij φj + φj hij ψi )
H = Hc +
+



ij
†

φj diag(

j ↑ , j ↓ )φj ,

(4)

j

where the Nambu spinors ψ represent the cluster sites, and
spinors φ represent the bath sites. We choose Hc to be the
cluster hopping Hamiltonian, which is the lattice Hamiltonian
restricted to within the cluster. The bath parameters hij and
j are determined using an unrestricted fitting procedure that
finds a minimum of the cost function
 1 

Gij (iωn ) − Gc0 (iωn )2 ,
C(h, ) =
(5)
ij
|ωn |
ij n
where | · | is the Frobenius norm, G is the CDMFT bath
Green’s function, and Gc0 is the noninteracting cluster Green’s
function of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4), both in the Nambu form.
The interacting Green’s function of the impurity problem is
solved using a band Lanczos procedure [76,77]. Denoting the
numbers of up and down particles in the impurity problem
by N↑ and N↓ , we note that the conserved particle number,
 †
 †
i ψi ψi +
j φj φj = 12 + N↑ − N↓ is always 12, as the
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total polarization of each cluster is zero. (This quantity is
the number of ↑ particles plus the number of ↓ holes on the
4 + 8 sites of the impurity problem.) This saves a scan over
the particle number sectors when finding the ground state. We
also note that the ED method cannot practically handle larger
clusters than the plaquette while still retaining a reasonable
number of bath orbitals, and thus we cannot study the effect of
the cluster size within this method.
To probe the superconductivity, we define the order parameter b associated with the lattice bonds b = (i,j ) as
b = c↑i c↓j  + c↓i c↑j .

(6)

Here we calculate this order parameter for the different lattice
bonds within the CDMFT clusters. For each cluster, we
have two equivalent bonds in the long direction of the unit
cell, which give the same order parameter labeled by 
(see Fig. 1). In addition we have two inequivalent bonds in
the short direction, which we label as ⊥ . For the d-wave
superconductor, the order parameters  and ⊥ have opposite
signs, and the local order parameter c↑i c↓i  = 0. Furthermore,
we measure the local staggered magnetization which is defined
as
Mi = sgn(i)(ni↑ − ni↓ ),

(7)

where sgn(i) is a sign that is opposite for neighboring sites.
We discuss the results in terms of the doping x defined as
x = 1 − ρ,

(8)

where ρ ∈ [0,2] is the total number of particles per site.
III. RESULTS

Here we will first discuss the energetics of the different
stripe wavelengths, and then move to a discussion of the
superconducting order parameters. Figure 2(a) shows the
energy for the different stripe wavelengths as a function of
the doping. The energy is defined as the expectation value of the
Hamiltonian H in Eq. (1), which does not include the chemical
potential terms. For comparison, we have included some results
from density matrix embedding theory (DMET) and fixednode diffusion Monte Carlo (FN) from LeBlanc et al. [78].
These results have been extrapolated to the thermodynamic
limit in embedded cluster size (DMET) or system size (FN),
while our calculations are performed for the 2 × 2 cluster.
The DMET error estimates include all sources of error, while
the (very small) FN error bars do not include errors from the
fixed node approximation [78]. In absolute terms, the energies
are in reasonably good agreement with the other methods,
which gives confidence that the energy calculation procedure
is technically correctly implemented and reliable. We note,
however, that the differences between the different methods
are generally larger than the differences in the energies of the
different wavelength striped solutions discussed below.
In Fig. 2(b), we plot the energy relative to the energy of
the uniform state as a function of doping. It can be observed
that the wavelength that gives the lowest energy depends on
the doping and increases towards half-filling, which is expected
from mean-field theory [34]. Zheng et al. [43] studied the same
model using different numerical methods at doping 0.125.
There it was found that the lowest energy stripe state is given

FIG. 2. (a) Energy of the uniform state and the stripe state of
wavelength λ = 12 as a function of the doping. The DMET and
FN results and their error estimates (indicated by the vertical bars)
are from Tables II, IV, and V of LeBlanc et al. [78], and represent
extrapolations to infinite (embedded) system size. (b) Energy for
different stripe wavelengths relative to the smoothed spline interpolant
fitted to the uniform case energy.

by a wavelength of λ ≈ 8 for U = 6 and 8. Our results indicate
the stripe of wavelength λ = 9 to have the lowest energy for the
corresponding doping, although λ = 8 is also close in energy.
It should be noted that the optimal stripe wavelength at a given
doping is not necessarily commensurate with the lattice, so that
the results have to be treated as best integer approximations to
the correct stripe wavelength.
In the single-site inhomogeneous (or real-space) DMFT
study [62], which does not include superconductivity, a
relation λgs = 1/x was demonstrated for the ground-state
wavelength λgs and doping x. Our results again indicate
perhaps slightly longer ground-state wavelengths, such as
λgs = 9 for x = 1/8 and λgs = 10 for x = 1/9. This might
be because the longer wavelength is better compatible with
superconducting order, as discussed below, thus allowing the
system to lower its energy. However, the differences are quite
small, and the relation λgs = 1/x is a good approximation
also with the superconductivity included.
Figure 2 shows that the largest difference in energy between
the uniform state and the striped state is obtained somewhere
close to doping 0.11 with the best stripe wavelength being close
to 10. This is an interesting observation, as the point with the
largest energy difference could be the best point to start searching for definite signatures of the stripe order in e.g. ultra cold
gas experiments. We also note that the state-of-the-art experiments can already achieve system sizes with linear dimension
of the order of 10 lattice sites in a uniform potential [6].
Next, we will discuss the behavior of the superconducting
order parameter as a function of the doping and stripe wavelength. In Fig. 3, we plot the average staggered magnetization
and d-wave order parameter as a function of the doping. This
reveals a pattern where the extent of the superfluid region grows
when the stripe wavelength is increased, but it still always
remains smaller than for the uniform ansatz. This does not
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FIG. 3. The average staggered magnetization (top) and the average d-wave order parameter ⊥ (bottom) as a function of the doping.

necessarily mean that the region of superconductivity in the
ground state would be smaller when the nonuniform states are
taken into account, because the ground-state wavelength grows
when approaching half-filling. Indeed, from our data, it seems
that the state with the lowest energy at a given doping always
carries superconductivity, except in regions where even the
uniform state has vanishing superconducting order parameter.
In earlier work [43] for the doping 0.125 it was found
that there is no coexistence of superconductivity and d-wave
order in the ground state (λ = 8) stripe at U = 8. However,
using iPEPS and DMRG, superconductivity was found for
different stripe lengths, such as λ = 5 and 7, which were
also very close in energy. We note that also in our results the
superconducting order parameter for the λ = 8 stripe is small
or zero in the vicinity of doping 0.125, but we find the λ = 9
stripe to have essentially the same or slightly lower energy and
to carry superconductivity. We note that it is difficult to obtain
converged solutions for the λ = 8 stripe in the vicinity of the
magnetic phase transition close to x = 0.15, and the result
depends strongly on tiny changes in the chemical potential.
From partially converged results (not shown in the plots), it
still seems that there is superconductivity for λ = 8 around
this doping value.
Zheng et al. [44] have also performed DMET calculations
to study the U -doping phase diagram. At U = 6, they find
antiferromagnetic order at half-filling, and superconducting
order partially coexisting with inhomogeneous magnetic order
roughly from doping 0.1 to 0.3. Qualitatively, the most notable
difference between their results and ours is that they find an
intermediate metallic point at about doping 0.1, between the
antiferromagnetic and superconducting regions, where both
magnetic order and superconductivity vanish, while we do not
see indications of this. However, we also note that for uniform
plaquette DMFT, superconductivity and magnetic order do
not coexist for large interactions U  8, instead having a
first-order transition between them [53], which is perhaps more
compatible with the DMET result at U = 6. It thus seems
that a more useful qualitative comparison between the various
methods should be performed with the full U -doping phase

FIG. 4. The staggered magnetization, density and d-wave order
parameters for λ = 12 and different dopings x. Doping x = 0.10 gives
the lowest energy relative to the uniform state, while the other cases
represent metastable states (cf. Fig. 2).

diagram at hand, which is an important goal for future work.
We also note that the DMET calculation employed unit cells
allowing a maximum wavelength of λ = 4.
We can also discuss the development of the density and
the order parameters as a function of the doping for the fixed
wavelength λ = 12, see Fig. 4. The case x = 0.10 is the point
where this stripe wavelength gives the lowest energy state
relative to the other wavelengths. When the doping is increased
from 0.10, the magnetization decreases and eventually goes
to zero, at which point the state joins the uniform d-wave
superconducting state, which in turn transitions into the normal
state at about doping 0.19. When going to the opposite
direction, the density first increases along the whole unit cell,
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FIG. 5. Order parameters for λ = 16. The symbols are as in Fig. 4.

until the high-density regions reach half-filling. At this point,
the system is in a metastable state with regions of uniform
magnetization and “domain walls” where the direction of
the staggered magnetization changes. For suitable parameters
close to half-filling it is possible to obtain metastable solutions
where superconductivity is present at these domain walls
(shown in the uppermost panel of Fig. 4).
Returning to the ground-state case x = 0.10, we can see
that the largest value of the magnetization corresponds to the
maximum of the density, which is expected as the magnetization of the uniform solution is largest close to half-filling. It is
notable that the maximum of the d-wave order parameter also
occurs at the same sites as the maximal magnetization. This
is in contrast to proposals that the cuprate superconductors
could have a stripe state where the superconductivity occurs
at regions of lower electron density and magnetization. The
situation is reversed in the case of λ = 6 at doping 0.11, where
the maximal d-wave order parameter occurs at the minimum of
the magnetization. While this state is not the ground state in the
present case, it is still conceivable that the ground state exhibits
this behavior in some part of the U -doping phase diagram.
This has been seen, e.g., in studies of the t-J model, using a
variational tensor network ansatz for the ground state [46].
For the largest unit cell with λ = 16 the form of the order
parameters is noticeably different from the case λ = 12. For
the case x = 0.075 (upper panel in Fig. 5), we obtain a
solution with regions of nearly uniform magnetization and
high superconducting order parameters and transition regions
between them. The shape of the magnetic order parameter
resembles the “strong FFLO” order found in a mean-field study
of the three-dimensional attractive model [79] and in the singlesite inhomogeneous DMFT study [62] for low doping values.
Also, in this case, we note that the superconducting order
parameter has maxima within the strongly magnetized regions.
For higher dopings, it is difficult to obtain well-converged
solutions for this largest unit cell, and the obtained shapes of
the magnetic order parameters seem somewhat irregular (see
the lower panel of Fig. 5). This seems natural, however, since
the ground-state wavelength is actually shorter.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the coexistence of d-wave
superconductivity and striped magnetic and charge order in the

ground state of the two-dimensional Hubbard model. We have
employed a plaquette DMFT approximation with expanded
unit cells which allows the formation of both inhomogeneous
magnetic states and d-wave superconductivity. Our study
thus extends existing single-site real-space DMFT studies of
the stripe state and plaquette DMFT studies of the d-wave
superconductivity by simultaneously allowing both types of
order. The advantage of this real-space treatment over the full
cluster and finite-size size methods employed, e.g., by Zheng
et al. [43,44] is that the computational time for a single iteration
of the self-consistency loop scales only linearly with the unit
cell size, allowing us to study stripe wavelengths up to λ = 16
for multiple values of the doping. The approximation neglects
correlation effects beyond neighboring sites, and thus it can
be regarded as a type of mean-field solution for the d-wave
superconductivity.
Our results are generally consistent with previous studies.
The uniform solution is similar to those in earlier work [53,54],
although we did not study exactly the same parameters. The
plaquette-DMFT energy is in reasonable agreement with recent
numerical results [78], although the differences between methods are generally larger than, e.g., differences in the energies
of different wavelength stripe states. Some systematic errors
are naturally expected because of the mean-field nature of the
method. At half-filling, where high-accuracy reference data is
available [78], plaquette-DMFT overshoots the ground-state
energy by about 0.01 hopping units. Away from half-filling,
agreement between the different reference methods is not
sufficient to judge the magnitude of the error. The lowest energy
stripe wavelengths are close to those in the single-site DMFT
study [62], and the study [43] comparing multiple methods
at doping x = 1/8, although we tend to get slightly longer
wavelengths such as λ = 9 instead of λ = 8 at x = 1/8.
The main results of our study concern the behavior of the
superfluid order in the striped states. Some doping region
where the superconducting and stripe states coexist is found
for all studied stripe wavelengths. However, we find that
the superconductivity is suppressed relative to the uniform
solution: the striped solutions produce both smaller values of
the order parameter and a smaller range of dopings where the
superconductivity exists at all. When the stripe wavelength is
increased, the region of superconductivity extends to lower
dopings, as shown in Fig. 3. It seems reasonable to assume,
that very long wavelength solutions would give essentially the
same superconducting region as the uniform solution. Whether
the actual ground state is superconducting within the present
approximation must be determined by looking at the stripe
wavelength giving the lowest energy. From the numerical
data it seems that the superconductivity indeed persists in the
ground state despite the suppressing effect of the stripe order.
Studying the spatial structure of the order parameters,
we find that for the optimal stripe wavelengths the maximal
superconducting order parameter tends to occur at the same
position as the maximal magnetization, which is in contrast
to studies of the t-J model [46,80]. This is true also for the
longest wavelength stripes where superconductivity occurs
within regions of strong, essentially uniform magnetization.
As the t-J model is related to the strong coupling limit of the
Hubbard model, it is an interesting qualitative question how
this behavior is affected by the interaction strength.
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FIG. 6. Order parameters for different wavelengths. The two panels in the top row and the left panel in the second row show non-ground-state
cases. The rest of the plots represent lowest-energy states for dopings decreasing down and to the right. The symbols are as in Fig. 4. Note that
the wavelength 10, 12, and 16 cases were plotted in other figures as well, but are reproduced here for comparison.

In this work, we have studied the so-called vertical stripes,
where the direction of the spatial modulation is along the
lattice bonds. This is the type of stripe state that is usually
found to have lowest energy [43,46,81], although the difference
to striped order in the diagonal direction can be very small
[46,62,81]. Similarly, for the d-wave superconductivity we
have used an ansatz of the in-phase type, where ⊥ has the
same sign throughout the whole unit cell. In previous studies
of the Hubbard and t-J models where d-wave order is found,

this type is usually found to be most stable [43,44,46], although
the antiphase type where a sign change occurs can also be close
in energy [46].
An important topic for future research is the finite temperature behavior of the striped phases coexisting with the
superconductivity. In this respect, the dynamical mean-field
theory based methods have an advantage over the simpler wave
function based ones, which are formulated for ground-state
calculations. Thus we hope that the present work can function
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as a starting point for finite temperature studies. However, it
must be kept in mind that, especially in two dimensions, longrange thermal fluctuations (of the phase of the superconducting
order parameter and possibly the wavelength and direction of
the stripes) neglected in CDMFT are expected to be important
for finite-temperature physics. This is especially true when the
different stripe wavelengths and even different types of order
seem to be very close in energy. Thus an effective theory of such
fluctuations is probably required, even though the parameters
of such a theory, such as the superfluid phase stiffness, might
be evaluated using (dynamical) mean-field methods.
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